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IN THE couRT oF sEssroNs JUDGE, soNrrPUR AT TEzpuR
Criminal (Bail) No. 132/2023

State of Assam

Order

This is an apprication u/s 439 cr.p.c. fired by Gurmeet

Singh seeking bail for accused Jasbir singh, who is in jail in

connection with Missamari pS Case No. 03 of 2023, u/s
3771354(A) IPC, corresponding to G.R. Case No. 31 of 2023.

I have heard the learned lawyers appearing for both sides

and also gone through the case diary.

On 17-01-2023 one Dip Ranjan Gogoi lodged an FIR in
Missamari Police station alleging inter-alia that he has been

undergoing training at 4th cammando Battalion, Missamari Army

camp and on 15-01-2023 at about 9.30 pM, the accused lasbir
Singh named in the FIR allegedly called him to his bed room and

tried to commit un-natural sex against the order of nature and the
process removed his clothes kissed him and pushed his private

part on his mouth and when he told him to disclose it to others

accused threatened him with dire consequences and both the
occasions but he somehow manage to escape however suffering

from mental instability. Hence, the case.

Learned Pp Mr. Munin chandra Baruah appearing for state
vehemently opposed the bail prayer contending inter alia that it is

a serious case of un-natural sex by a person in authority with his

subordinate and therefore, accused do not deserve to be released

on bail.

Learned counsel L Ansari, appearing for accused person

however disputed the submissions of learned pp and contends

that accused is innocent and he has been falsely implicated in the

case as the FIR does not disclose commission of offence uls 377
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(C.8. Gogoi)
Sessions Judge,

IPC. Even if, it is assumed that the allegation is true then given

the contents of the FIR it would be at best offence u/s 35a(A) IPC

which is bailable. Moreover, it is contended that accused has been

in judicial custody since 20-02-2023'

However, havlng considered the rival submissions of the

learned counsels appearing for both sides and on careful perusal

of the case diary including the statement of the victim recorded

by Magistrate u/s 164 Cr.P.C., it transpires that there is a strong

prima facie allegation of accused having been involved voluntarily

in the commission of offence of carnal intercourse against the

order of nature on the victim by calling him to his room at night

removed his pant with force. As it appears, accused being a

person of discipline force occupying higher position has indulged

in commission of a crime against the order of nature against his

subordinate and given the allegations and evidence collected ln

the course of investigation, this court do not consider it a fit case

to grant bail to accused Jasbir Singh.

In the result, bail petition stands rejected'

Let the case diarY be returned'
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